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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

In today’s digital age with an increasing number of websites, social/learning platforms, and different computer-mediated communication systems, finding valuable information is a challenging and
tedious task, regardless from which discipline a person is. However, visualizations have shown to be effective in dealing with huge
datasets: because they are grounded on visual cognition, people
understand them and can naturally perform visual operations such
as clustering, filtering and comparing quantities. But, creating
appropriate visual representations of data is also challenging: it
requires domain knowledge, understanding of the data, and knowledge about task and user preferences. To tackle this issue, we
have developed a recommender system that generates visualizations based on (i) a set of visual cognition rules/guidelines, and
(ii) filters a subset considering user preferences. A user places interests on several aspects of a visualization, the task or problem
it helps to solve, the operations it permits, or the features of the
dataset it represents. This paper concentrates on characterizing
user preferences, in particular: i) the sources of information used
to describe the visualizations, the content descriptors respectively,
and ii) the methods to produce the most suitable recommendations
thereby. We consider three sources corresponding to different aspects of interest: a title that describes the chart, a question that can
be answered with the chart (and the answer), and a collection of
tags describing features of the chart. We investigate user-provided
input based on these sources collected with a crowd-sourced study.
Firstly, information-theoretic measures are applied to each source to
determine the efficiency of the input in describing user preferences
and visualization contents (user and item models). Secondly, the
practicability of each input is evaluated with content-based recommender system. The overall methodology and results contribute
methods for design and analysis of visual recommender systems.
The findings in this paper highlight the inputs which can (i) effectively encode the content of the visualizations and user’s visual
preferences/interest, and (ii) are more valuable for recommending
personalized visualizations.

Recommending visualizations; information theory; user modeling;
personalization
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INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness of personalized recommender systems (RS) highly
depends on user and item profile completeness and accuracy [17].
Hence, regardless of the approach, the key factor in personalized
recommendations is the decision about how to exploit the relevant information about the user and items, and more important,
which information better describes the properties of items and the
preferences/needs of a user. Collaborative filtering approaches for
instance use ratings, while content based approaches build on userprovided input, typically in form of tags and comments. Rating
is fast, simple, and effective in communicating user preferences
also in the context of visualizations [16], but it does not indicate
much about goals or intentions of the user regarding the item. Annotating visualizations with tags brings extra benefits, as a user
indicates her insights and interpretation of the data being visualized, i.e., issuing details with keywords pulled from a personal
vocabulary [15, 26, 27]. Hereby, visualizations are organized for
later retrieval.
There are two caveats in these approaches to personalizing visualizations: 1) people are often reluctant to give a feedback, 2) ratings
and tags forego information about the context where the item was
used. Unless the benefit is evident, users rarely engage in tagging
or rating items. This is true in the context [4, 26] and can be more
acute for visualizations where the user is possibly engaged in a
thought process that would be interrupted by rating/tagging. More
importantly, a single rating does not tell much about goals or intentions of the user. Whereas tags encode features of the item, it
is not evident that users will include their task or intentions when
tagging a chart. Our working question is: can we use alternative
sources to derive item descriptions suitable for recommendation?
In the context of visualizations, user’s provided input (annotations) can take other forms. For instance, it is common for user to
pose a question that is answered with a visualization, or to define
a title and description for the visualization in form of a caption.
We consider these two alternative sources of information (titles,
questions&answers (Q&As)) as potential descriptors both of item
and user intentions. To investigate how effectively they encode
information, each information source (tags, titles, Q&As) is characterized using information-theoretic measures, such as entropy,

